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The branching ratio for radiative muon capture (RMC), relative to the nan-railialive
process, is sensitive to gp, the induced pscmlosealar coupling constant of tlic weak
hadronic current. The photon energy spectra from RMC on 27AI, 28Si, '"'Ca, M1M»,
n* lSn,aniln l l l 'b have been measured usmgahigh-acceptanre pair spectrometer. The
measured partial branching ratios, IL,, for photons of E-, > 57 McV arc 1 .-1J ± 0.13,
1.93 ± O.IH, 2.0'J ± 0.19, 1.11 ± 0.11, O.'JH ± 0.09 and 0.60 ± 0.07 respectively, in
units of 10~s. The resullB confirm the previously oliserved suppression of / t , with
increasing Z for Z > 20. For 40Ca the present result is in good agreement with
previous measurements. For the heavier nuclei, the resullB are compared with two
rccenl calculations performed in the Fermi-gas model. In one case the data indicate
a complete quenching of gp, but the more recent calculation does not reproduce the
data for any value of gp.

(submittcd to Physical Review C)

I. INTRODUCTION

For scniifcptonic weiik processes, the V-A structure of the weak interaction is modi-
fied by the so-called 'induced' weak currents [1] which arisedue to the presence of the
strong interaction. The lenat well measured of these is the pscudoscalnr weak cur-
rent. Tin: process of radiative muon capture (RMC) is of interest priiiuirily because
of its sensitivity to the magnitude of the induced pseudoscalar coupling constant,
<fp. The prediction that gP/ga = 6.8 for the proton1 [2], where ga is the axial ct»u-
pling constant, arises from the partially conserved axial-vector current hypothesis
(PCAC) anil the Goldtarger-Trciman relation [3J. A precision measurement of gp

tests these basic ideas. The elementary process (i~p —* tvn7 is presently being mea-
sured at TRIUMF, but only very preliminary results are available [4,5j. However,
there have been measurements of the brandling ratios for RMC in several nuclei
with Z > C. The value of gp extracted from nuclear RMC measurements could

! •' ••_/ '_/_- differ from the nucteonic value, and such deviations could signal a rcnormidizatiun
of the pseudoscalar coupling, similar to the apparent qucncliing of ga in nuclei [6-9].

^ -'-•'•••>- r" However, the extraction of gT from nuclear RMC measurements requires that the
^ • -y~ /"' HiicJfar rcsjHJiise function l>c correctly treated. If one measures the cxj>erimental
X '~) ̂  " / - RMC brandling ratio relative to the ordinary (non-radiative) union capture process
^ :-; (OMC), and compares it with the results of a calculation in whidi both RMC and
I OMC have been calculated in a consistent way, then the dependence on the detailed
-, , "~) p- J nuclear structure will l>e reduced, but not totally eliminated.

-, -^ . . Experimental work on RMC has a thirty year history [10], but oidy recently have
"-' —' r~: reliable <lnta become available, largely through the use of photon converters, in con-

junction with cither Nal detectors [11-13) or pair s{>ectroineters [14,15]. Despite
this, data on RMC brandling ratios exist for only a bandfid of nuclei scattered
throughout the periodic table. The nucleus <0Ca is a benchmark where there is
good agreement on the RMC/OMC brandling ratio from several different experi-
ments [11-15]. The five most recent measurements all yield values consistent with
a partial brandling ratio of 2.1 x 10"s for photons with energies greater than 57
MeV. Comparing this with theory yields a value for gp consistent with, or slightly
lower than, the PCAC prediction of 6.8ga, depending on the calculation adopted.
|15J. Data are also available for two light nuclei, I6O [12.15-17] and l2C [12,15].
Hen: there are disagreements among the different measurements of the branching
ratios imd also large differences among theoretical calculations which lead to very
different values of gp being obtained from the same branching ratio. For example,
from the most precise measurement for IBO one obtains the vjdues gpfga = 7.3±0.9,
9.1 ±0.9, ami 13.6*}"f when compared with three different recent calculations of the
nuclear res|>onsc [15,16).

The only measured RMC branching ratios for nuclei with Z > 20 are from Dôbeli
et al. [12] who measured RMC on MlFe, 16SHo, and ̂ B i , as well as 40Ca, 2TA1,
U'O, and *7C. These results indicate an intriguing systematic reduction in the ItMC
brandling ratio with increasing atomic number. When compared with a Fermi-gas
model calculation of the nuclear rcsjHinsc [18] these data indicate a queucliiug of gp
to zero for Z ~ 80.
To investigate this trend, we have measured the branching ratio for inclusive RMC
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«m "Al , '""'Si, *uCa, ""Mo, n"Sn, uud ""PI), using a pair spectrometer to detect the
high-energy pilotons from RMC. The spectrometer consiste*! of a large-volume drift
ch;iiiil>er surrounding il Pb photon converter. The usefulness of a large-acrcptaiice
pair s]>ectroineter for measurements of RMC has been dcinonstriitcd in curlier work
[15,10].

II. EXl'EIUMENT

A. Muon and pion beams

The experiment was mounted at the M9A stopped-ir//i channel at TRIUMF. The
primary beam consisted of 500 MeV protons with a typical current t>ctw<-eii 100 and
140 ft A, a inicrostructurc of 5 ns-long pulses every 43.3 us, and a macroscopic duty
factor of 100%. A GS McV/c cloud ji~ beam was used, with a raw beam composition
of it/fi ~ 1 and e/n ~ 10 at the detector. A radio frequency particle separator [10]
was used to suppress both the electron and pion content in the union beam. The
separated beam composition was measured to be JT//J ~ 10~3 anil e//i ~ 5 x ID"2.
The negative union (lux incident on the beam counters was C.Ox 10s s~' with AP/P
= 10% and with a spot size of 5 x 5 cm3; the typical /i~ stopping rate in the targets
was 5.0xl0 s s"1. A 65 McV/c fi+ beam was also used for background studies. An
81 MeV/c Tt~ beam was used for detector calibration purposes, with a typical beaiu
composition after the separator of 96.3% n~, 2.9% e~, 0.8% ft~.

li. Targets

The targets used for the RMC duta-taking were natural Al, Si, Ca, Mo, Su, and
Pb. The dimensions of the targets are given in Table I. The higher-Z targets were
segmented into foils, separated along the beam direction so as to minimize photon
conversion in the target while still stopping the beam. The Si target was made of
granulated Si encased in a thin-walled polystyrene container.
For calibration data-taking a 3-liter liquid hydrogen target was used (20). This
target was cylindrical, 1G cm in diameter and 15 cm in length. The target walls
were 254 /nn thick gold, and the target was surrounded by two silver heat shields
each 127 /mi thick, and a 254 /un thick silver vacuum vessel. A 15.3 cm diameter,
1.9 cm thick disk of graphite was also used as a I 2C target for calibration purposes.

C. Drift chamber

The e+e~ pairs produced by the conversion of RMC photons in a 1.08 mm Pb
sheet were momentum-analyzed using a large-volume cylindrical drift chamber in a
uniform magnetic field of 0.275 T. The chamber consists of 4 super-layers of drift
cells, each cell possessing 6 sense wires. The wires of layers 1,2, and 4 are axial
and those of layer 3 iirc inclined at a stereo pitch angle of 7° (relative to axial)
to provide a z coordinate for each track. The four layers have 5C, C4, 72, ami 80
cells, respectively, for a total of 1C32 instrumented sense wires. The sense wires
are staggered ±254 /iin about the cell midplane to provide local resolution of the

left-right ambiguity. The sense wire discriminator:) ore read out by LeCroy 1879
FASTHUS pipeline TDC's which provide multi-hit time information in 2 us bins
for each wire hit. The gas mixture used is 49.9% argon, 49.9% ethane, and 0.2%
cthanol, which provides a drift velocity of about 52 pm/us at the operating voltage.
Full efficiency is obtained at operating voltages of 5.0, 5.1, 5.2, luid 5.3 kV on
layers 1,2,3, and 4 reflectively. The axial magnetic field was provided by a large
solenoidal conventional magnet. The field uniformity over the active volume of the
drift chamber is ±0.5%. More information on the design and performiuice of the
drift chamber can be found elsewhere [21,20,22].

D. Inner wire chamber

Located inside the inner radius of the drift chamber is the inner wire chamber
( IWC), a dual-coordinate cylindrical proportional chamber of the type described by
Uird et al. [23). The z-coordinate from the 1YVC is used along with the z-coordinatc
determined from the stereo layer of the drift chamber to determine the longitudinal
coui]>ouciit of the momentum of each track. It has 768 anode wires strung parallel
to the lx-am direction, and two planes of cathodes. Each plane consists of 384
aluuiinized Mylar strips, inclined at an angle of -f 45° and —45" degrees relative
to the anode wires for the inner and outer cathode planes, respectively. The IVVC
provides an (x, y, z) point for each hit. The ( i , y ) coordinates are obtained from
the anode wire location with G00 /iin (CT) resolution, and the z-coordinute from the
intersection of the anode and the hits on the two cathode planes, with 1.2 nun (a)
resolution. Details on the IWC are available elsewhere [20,23].

B. Beam and trigger counters

Four scintillation counters, each l.G mm in thickness, were located approximately 17
cm upstream of the target center. These were used to count the incident yT beam,
and in otlline analysis to reject ^"-induced events. Each of these beam counters
was read out via two separate light guides and photomultiplier tubes. A cylindrical
disk scintillation counter (V) 23.3 cm in diameter and 6.4 mm thick, read out via
an air light-guide and a single photomultiplier, was located behind the solid targets
to complete the definition of a muon stop.
Four concentric layers of scintillation counters surrounded the target region. The
first two layers were circular tubes of 3.2 mm thick scintillators (A|_< and A^_4),
each consisting of four arc segments. The joints between the segments were offset
by 45° between the two layers to cover the gaps. These counters were used to veto
charged particles (primarily inuon-dccay electrons) coming from the target.
The next two layers (U1-12 and C I - H ) consisted of polygonal tubes, each made up
of 12 flat panels, which were 3.2 mm thick. Sandwiched between these two layers
was the 1.08-iiun-thick Pb photon converter. The D layer served us an additional
charged-particle veto and the C layer was used to identify photon conversions. Out-
side the drift chalutier was a polygonal tube of 1G scintillators Di-ic, each G.4 mm
thick. Each scintillation counter was opticidty isolated from its ueighliours and
read out via u light guide and photomultiplier. All the phototubes were located



outside the s|>cctroinctcr magnet on tin; upstream side, except those for the A and
A' counter» which were on tin: downstream side.
Covering the magnet were counters to veto cosmic-ray induced events. The lop and
nil four sides of the magnet were covered by a double layer of planar drift chambers
and a single layer of scintillators.

p. Trigger and data acquisition

The complete photon trigger was performed at several levels in hardware and soft-
ware. The first level was the hardware coincidence E(A + A') • EU- EC- > 2D, i.e.
no hits in the veto scintillation counters inside the diameter of the Pb converter, at
least one hit in the C scintillators, indicating a photon conversion, and at least two
D scintillators hit, indicating an e+e" pair. This trigger therefore required that lxith
tracks from the converted pair pass through the entire drift charnier. The sccond-
Icvel hardware trigger required that at least two of the struck 0 counters have the
correct spatial orientation, relative to the C counter(s) hit, to be characteristic of a
valid converted photon.
When the two levels of hardware trigger were satisfied, the FASTDUS T D C ' S were
provided with a common stop signal and beg;ut their conversion, and the front-
end microprocessor began the data readout. This FASTDUS microprocessor is the
SLAC scanner processor (SSP) (24) which handled the readout oî all the FASTDUS
and CAMAC modules. In addition it provided two more levels of trigger require-
ments in software. The first of these put restrictions on the pattern of cells hit in
the drift chamber, determined from custom-built trigger cards [25] connected to the
FASTUUS TDC's. The last level of trigger required that the IWC have a sufficient
number of data words to be a valid event. If either of these conditions was not
present, then the TDC conversion was interrupted, all modules were cleared, and
the system re-enabled. Otherwise the event was read out and stored in a buffer.
Data buffers were read by a //VAX II, stored in shared memory for online analysis
iuid written to magnetic tape for off-line analysis.
In parallel with the photon trigger, spcciid triggers were enabled to provide samples
of charged particles originating in the target and samples of any event in which at
least two of the beam counters fired; these data were used to monitor the efficiencies
of the trigger counters ajid the beam composition respectively. More detiiils on the
trigger and data acquisition can be found elsewhere [20].

III. III. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Event selection

Vivrions selection criteria ("cuts") were applied to the data to reject background
events and |>oorly fitted tracks. The cuts were based on the characteristics of the
tracks in the drift chamber, as well as on information from the trigger counters, twain
counters and cosmic-ray counters. The eiliciencies of the cuts wen: determined using
both the pion calibration data and simulated data from Monte Carlo. The same
cuts were applied to the HMC data, the pion calibration data and Monte Carlo data.

with the exception of the "prompt" veto (see below), which was inappropriate for
the pion calibration data.
The cuts applied to the data are summarized as follows:

1. Track fitting: minimum number of points per track; maximum x3 for the
fitted track; maximum fractional momentum in the longitudinal (z) direction;
maximum difference between the location of the track at the IWC determined
from the drift chamber and that determined from the IVVC hit; minimum
number of points in the track in the fourth (outer) supcrlaycr of the drift
cliamber.

2. Trigger: the hardware trigger requirements are re-imposed on the data in soft-
ware; each track in the pair must project to, and fire the appropriate D scin-
tillator; there must have been an incident ft in the previous 10 /is; there must
not have been another charged particle in the same region of the drift chamber
within ±100 us of the photon.

3. Cosmic ray veto: rejection based on various combinations of cosmic-ray veto
counters and trigger counters in coincidence with the event.

4. Geometry: maximum opening angle of the pair; maximum difference in both
azimuthal angle (<f>) and axial position (z) between tin: two tracks of ttic pair
at the converter; maximum distance in z between the photon conversion point
and the target center; maximum distance of closest approach of the photon to
the target center, in both z and the transverse plane.

5. Prompt (pion) veto: rejection of events in prompt coincidence with hits in the
beam counters; this cut is discussed in more detail below.

A typical event passing all cuts is shown in Fig. 1.

B. Detector response

The photon response function was determined using the GEANT Monte Carlo sim-
ulation program [26]. Monoenergctic photons were generated at 10 MeV intervals
between 50 and 140 MeV; typically 2 x 105 photons were generated at each energy.
The simulated events were analyzed as actual data, and the reconstructed photon
energy sjx-ctra were fitted to an analytic parameterization, which is described in
the appendix.
Rather than relying solely on GEANT to predict the absolute normalization of the
detector acceptance, the normalization was determined using (w~,7) calibration
data. The Monte Carlo was tested by comparing the experimental spectrum from
radiative pion capture on "C with the Monte Carlo prediction using the high-
resolution spectrum of Perroud ci al. [27] for the input (set: Fig. 2). The. brandling
ratio for I 2 C ( T " , 7 ) used in the Monte Carlo was (1.83±0.0G)%, [27,28). The Monte
Carlo acceptance had to be reduced by 7.2% to match the data. This factor is in
reasonable agreement with estimates of various inefficiencies in the detector that ore



not incorporated into the GKANT simulation. Similar good agreement in spectral
shape is found between the data and Monte Carlo predictions for the reactions |29]

ir>—7r°n (1)

*-p-7n, (2)

at rest, obtained experimentally by stopping a it~ beam in the hydrogen target.
The radiative capture gamma ray [Efj. (2)] has an energy of 129.4 MeV, and the
it0 decays primarily into two photons (98.8 % brandi) yielding a uniform photon
energy spectrum between 54.9 MeV and 83.0 MeV. The comparison is shown in
Fig. 3. Here the data have been normalized in an arbitrary way to match the
Monte Carlo. "This is due to difficulties in determining the actual number of n~
stops in the hydrogen, because of the unknown fraction that slopped in the walls
of the hydrogen target. An energy calibration error of ±500 keV was estimated
from the comparisons between GEANT-simulated data and the data for both the
it'p and l2C(n~ ,-y) reactions.

C. llackgrounds

1. Pion capture

Radiative pion capture is a potentially serious background, as its branching ratio
is typically ~ 2 x 10"1 [28], several orders of magnitude larger than the signal
from RMC (~ 10"5 per captured union). The rf separator reduced the nj/i ratio
in the beam to approximately 10~3. Most of the remaining pion» stopped in the
beam counters rather than reaching the target. Finally, photon events in prompt
coincidence with an incident beam particle were rejected in the off-line software.
Due to the short u~ lifetime in the high-Z targets (75 ns for Pb), care had to lie
taken with the cuts used to eliminate prompt events, so as to liiininii/e the number
of good RMC events rejected. A set of conditions based on the ADC's anil TDC's
of the beam scintillators were adopted, which utilized the difference in ilE/dx and
time-of-ilight between incident muons and pious. If the event was preceded within
the previous 20 ns by an incident particle having the time-of-flight characteristic
of a inuoii, the event was rejected only if two or more of the four beam counter
ADC's registered signals 1.5CT larger than those characteristic of the majority of
muons. This allowed even an RMC event occurring in prompt coincidence with the
fi~ arrival to be accepted. Otherwise, the event was rejected if any one ADC value
was over this threshold. Finally, if any of the beam counter signal» were more than
4cr above the muon pulse height, indicating a ir~ stopping in one of the counters,
the event was rejected regardless of the timc-of-ilight of the incident particle.
The efficiency for Tt~ rejection was determined by examining the photon events
above the ~ 100 MeV endpoint for RMC, before and after the prompt cuts, after
all oilier cuts were applied. Attributing these events to the (n~,7) process indicates
a rejection efficiency of 99.3%. For all targets, less than 0.7% of the photon energy
spectrum consisted of (*',-{) events that survived the prompt cut.

The fact that the energy spectra from RMC and (JT ,7} have different shapes was
also used to determine the numl>er of otherwise acceptable RMC events that were
lost due to the prompt cuts. The (w~,7) spectra were determined for each target in
separate runs with the beam tuned to provide stopping 7r~'s. For each target, &x2-
fit was made of the energy spectrum of events rejected by the prompt cuts (passing
all other cuts) to a weighted sum of the (ir~,7) spectrum and the non-prompt RMC
spectrum. An example of such a fit is shown in Fig. 4. The weighting factor for the
non-prompt spectrum yields the fraction of RMC events in the prompt spectrum,
i.e. those that were falsely rejected (see Table 11). In all cases this was less than

%

2. Cosmic rays

A low rate of candidate photons was observed arising from electromagnetic showers
induced by cosmic rays. The majority of these events were easily rejected using
the information provided by the cosmic-ray veto scintillation counters and drift
chambers surrounding the magnet, or by the geometrical cuts applied that required
the photon to originate in the target. The rate of cosmic-ray photons that survived
the cuts was determined to be 2.3 ± 0.4 events/day in the energy region of interest
(57 to 100 MeV), based on 320 hours of background data collected between and
after various data-taking runs. This is a small background (< 0.4%) for all targets;
see Table II.

3. Muon stops outside the target

RMC from muons that stopped in the scintillators surrounding the target (A, V)
rather than in the target is also a source of background. The fraction of the fi~
beam that was scattered into these scintillators was monitored iti hardware sealers
and checked using the events from the beam-sample trigger. The contribution to the
RMC spectrum for each target was then estimated using the RMC rate from carbon
[15] (/i~ capture on the hydrogen in the scintillators is negligible) after correcting for
the geometrical reduction in acceptance for photons originating in the scintillators,
which was estimated using the GEANT Monte Curio simulation. This background
was 1-4% of the RMC signal, depending on the target; see Table II. Confirmation
of the small size of this background was obtained by fitting the time distribution of
the RMC events, relative to the muon arrival time, taking into account the effect
of pileup of the incident muons [22]. Good agreement was found with the literature
values for the )i~ lifetimes in each target [30], with no need to include u significant
contribution having the lifetime of muons in carbon.

4. linmsstrahtung

The region of the photon energy spectrum below 53 MeV is contaminated by un-
avoidable background due to nmon decay events. This arises from radiative muon
decay (p~ —» e~ivJV>) and from the breuisstralilung of muou-decay electrons in the



target ami surroundings. For a free /i the photon spectrum from each of these
processes lias a kinematic ciulpoint of 03 McV, tlms RMC measurements typically
utilize otiJy tliat portion of the spectrum above 57 MeV (allowing for detector res-
olution). However, lx>tli distortion» in the decay electron spectrum dm- to union
binding and any high-energy tail in the photon energy resolution of the detector
could produce events above 57 MeV.
To search for any high-energy tail in the detector response, data were obtained
with a /i+ beam stopping in the target. Thi3 'turns off' the niiion capture process
but retains the innon-decay processes, and is therefore very useful for searching for
backgrounds 2. The photon energy spectrum obtained, after all cuts, is displayed
in Fig. 5. There are no photons below about 43 MeV since the detector acceptance
falls to zero there, due to the trigger requirement that the c+e~ pair readies the
D (outer) scintillators. There are only two photon events above 57 MeV, quite
consistent with the 2.0 ± 0.8 cosmic ray background events expected in 21 hours
live time. Thus the high-energy tail on the detector resolution is negligible.
One cut that was essential to ensure such a small high-energy tail was the rejection
of any event with a charged particle in the chamber within ±100 ns of the photon
trigger. This cut was imposed by examining the multi-hit TDC spectra for the
trigger scintilhitors for coincidences indicative of an early or late charged particle.
This cut was required to reject false events where a low-energy photon, for example
from brenisstrahlung, converts with very asymmetric energy sharing between the r*
and e", such that only one of the particles escapes the Pb converter arid is tracked
in the detector. In near coincidence, another mtion decay produces a second track
in the chamber. If the time of emission of this electron is close enough to the time of
the lirst tracked particle, but not within the (±30 ns) hardware veto window, nnd if
the direction of tin: electron is close enough to that of the photon, then an acceptable
vertex is reconstructed and the event ap|x:ars as a "photon" of much higher energy
than the photon that actually caused the trigger. This somewhat improbable chain
of events would cause a significant high-energy tail in the detector response, unless
the cut descril>ed above is imposed. The relatively large high-energy tail seen in
our previous RMC measurements using a time projection chamber |15] was likely
to be at least partly due to this pathology. A similar cut was not imposed in
that experiment because of the lack of multi-hit TDC information from the trigger
Kcintillators.

The high-energy tail (above 57 MeV) of the radiative /i-decay and brcnisstrahhing
spectrum due to union binding effects wiis estimated using the decay electron spectra
provided by Hiinggi ei al. [31] [Eq. (13) of Rcf. (311, corrected according to Herzog
and Alder [32]]. The brcmsstrahliing spectra from decay electrons in each target
was generated using GBANT, along with the radiative decay spectrum [33]. In each
case the contribution to the photon energy spectrum nl>ovc 57 MeV was found to be
negligible (< 0.1%) relative to the RMC signal. Indeed, for most targets even the
region below 57 MeV was dominated by RMC rather than brcmsslralilung photons.

0. Dranching ratio calculation

The observed photon energy spectrum dN^(E)/dE from RMC is related to the
physical photon energy spectrum per muon capture d\(E^)[dE^ by

dE ./«,.*«„«, (3)

whore N» is the (dead-time corrected) number of muon stops in the target, /c.p
is the fraction of muons that undergo nuclear muon capture and D(E,, E) is the
detector response function (see appendix) defined as the probability that a photon
with energy £ , is detected and reconstructed at an energy E. This relation implic-
itly defines t'ie observable dA(Ey)/dEy in terms of known or measured quantities.
In principle, knowledge of D(E^,E) would allow Eq. (3) to be inverted, and the
physical photon spectrum extracted from the observed s]>ectrum. In practice, with
low statistics on the observed s|>cctrum, this deconvolution process is not unique,
and it produces unphysical fluctuations in the deconvoluted spectrum. Instead, the
method used is to chooce a theoretical photon energy spectrum </A(£!,)/d£7,, con-
volute it with the detector response function, and compare it with the measured
spectrum.
The number of photon events above an observed energy of 57 MeV

= / dE-
dE (4)

can be considered as a function of the theoretical partial brandling ratio for photons
above 57 MeV

(5)dE,

which is given in units of photons/capture. Alternatively, JV>57 can be considered
as a function of gp. Thus gp or IL, can be determined by comparing the number
of photons predicted above 57 MeV for various values of gp (or It,) with the ex-
]K-rimentaI value of N>s7. For a given calculation of the nuclear response, the full
theoretical photon energy spectrum was convoluted with the detector acceptance
and res|«)iise function, integrated nbovc 57 MeV, and then multiplied by N^ to give
the predicted number of counts above 57 MeV. To this extent, not only the rule
but the shape of the spectrum is used in tltc determination of yp from the data.
Simple polynomial fits were made to the predicted JV>17 as a function of IL, and as
a function of gp/ga; these were then compared with the measured JV>S7 to determine
<Jp/g. and IL,.
To extract the RMC branching ratio from the data, iV>S7 was corrected for the
contributions front each of the backgrounds descril>ed above, as well as for the effect
of the false rejection of good RMC events due to the prompt cut (see Table II). In
addition, W>57 was corrected for losses «lue to photon absoq>tion in the target and
due to random vetoing effects. Losses due to photon interactions in the targiît were
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estimated using the (JKANT Monte Carlo. Ptuiton events wen; generated with the
RMC energy spectrum tutti with initial locations sampled from reasonable stopping
distributions in each of the targets. The results are listed in Table II. The error on
the corrections is due to statistics in llie Monte Carlo and to the variation observed
for various initial slopping distributions in the targets. Random vetoing refers to
the loss of ait otherwise acceptable event due to a veto scintillator (A,A',H) or a
cosmic-ray counter firing ill random coincidence, as well as the loss due to the cut
requiring that no charged particle had passed through the chamber within ±100 us
of ttie photon trigger. The correction was determined from the various singles rates
of the counters and is listed hi Table II.
The total number of incident beam particles was counted in a CAMAC sealer. The
fraction of these that were muons was determined using the pulse-height and time-
of-lUght data from the beam counters obtained with the beam-sample trigger «luring
each run. The fraction of these unions that stopped in the target, rather than in the
surrounding sciutiliatora, was determined by examining the pulse-heights from the
scintillators. N^ has also been corrected for jiileup (two muons in the same beam
bucket) and for dead lime. The values for JVM and related quantities, along with
the total number of photons observed for each target are given in Table III.
The various contributions to the error in the extracted brandling ratios are detailed
in Table IV. The detector acceptance error is dominated by the uncertainty in the
literature value for the '"'C(Tt~,-y) branching ratio used in the normalization of the
acceptance, but it also includes the statistical errors on the ( T ~ , 7 ) data and Monte:
Carlo. The error due to the uncertainty in the energy calibration was taken as the
fraction of the RMC spectrum within ±500 keV of 57 MeV. The error due to model
dependence (!;„„) is explained below.

IV. RESULTS

A. Fita to the closure model polynomial

The extraction of RMC partial brandling ratios front our data is slightly model
dependent. RMC calculations are available for Ca (34-3GJ, Mo, Sn, and Pb [18|,
but not for Al or Si. Various authors [18,37,38] have shown that initier certain
assumptions the RMC spectrum can be expressed as a polynomial of the form

(C)</£,

where x = E^jk,,^x. This was derived using the closure approximation, and by con-
sidering only the diagram in which the union radiates. The use of closure assumes
that all the transition strength leads to a single (average) nuclear excitation energy,
with a corresponding; photon endpoint energy kmi,,. The use of the closure approx-
imation for RMC calculations has been criticized [34], and it typically overpredicts
the RMC brandling ratio by large factors [39j. Nevertheless, tJie polynomial form
given in E<). (C) usually reproduces the spectral shape from more detailed calcu-
lations, and also lits the available data fairly well, as long as JtIIV,, is treated as
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a parameter and allowed to viiry. In the absence of an RMC calculation specific
to the Al and Si targets, this ]>olyiiomial spectral shape was adopted to extract
the branching ratios. Least-squares fits were made to the spectral shape given by
E«i- (G), convoluted by the detector response, for various values of <."„„,,, and the
value of tn^. yielding the best fit was adopted. The error on the extracted brandl-
ing ratios for Al and Si listed in Table IV due to km** is due to this additional free
parameter. The best-fit spectral shape is compared with the experimental spectra
for Al and Si in Fig. 6. For the purposes of comparison, brandling ratios were
extracted for the other targets in the some way; the results arc given in Table V.
The results are compared with other RMC brandling ratio measurements in Fig. 9.
The present results clearly confirm the reduction in RMC branching ratio with in-
creasing atomic number for Z > 20, observed by Dôbcïï et al. |12). lu fact, the
result for Pb is in excellent agreement with that measured by Dobeli et aL for
the neighbouring nuclide î(rJBi [II, = (O.G2±O.O8) x I0"sJ. The branching ratio for
the benchmark case of '"'Ca is in excellent agreement with several previous mea-
surements [average value (2.15 ± 0.08) x I0"1; see Réf. [15J ami references therein].
The result for i7Al is, however, in marginal disagreement with the only previous
measurement [12] which gave i t , = (1.83l|};") x 10~s. It is also ~ 3a lower than the
result for the neighbouring uuclide 2BSi, which is measured here for the first time.
The decrease in IL, with increasing Z (see Fig. 9), as well as the difference between
the results for jaSi and 3TA1, are not entirely unexpected. For high-Z nuclei, the
neutron Fermi momentum becomes significantly larger th.ui that for the proton.
Pauli-blockiug of the final-state neutron thus reduces the available phase space,
suppressing Injth the OMC and RMC rates. RMC is suppressed more than OMC,
due to the photon in the final state, and the ratio IL, is thus reduced. Christillin et
at. [18), using a Fermi gas model along with the closure approximation, and taking
only the inuou-radiating diagram, found that

(T)

where m,, is the union mass and a = (JV — Z)/A is the neutron excess. While only
an order of magnitude estimate, this predicts a decrease with increasing et, as well
as a strong dependence on &„„„, due both to the k*tlMU factor and to the reduction in
phase space al>ove 57 MeV in the integral oa k,,^ decreases. The strong dependence
of the RMC branching ratio on km*, in closure model calculations is well known ]40J.
It could account for at least part of the difference seen between Al and Si. Our data
indicate a decrease in Arniu with increasing Z for Z > 20 , and also a lower i:ln», for Al
than for Si. This, combined with the differences in a between the different targets,
is in qualitative accord with the behaviour of the observed partial branching ratios.
Whether or not this qualitative behaviour remains in a more realistic calculation of
IL, is of crucial importance, and is discussed below.
The ~ 3<7 difference between the RMC brandling ratios for AI <uid Si may not
be surprising considering the difficulty with predictions of their OMC rates. A fit
to the Goulitrd-Priuiakolf [41] model for OMC rates gives the rate for Si correctly
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[30), but tindcrprcilirts that for AI by 18%; a remit rclativistic Fermi-gas model
calculation [42] gets the correct rate for Al while ovcrprcdictiug that for Si l>y 11%.

It. Fits to specific models

There have been many calculations of the RMC brandling ratio for 40Ca. Most of
the early calculations [38,43,44] adopted the closure model and ovcrprcdict IL, by
large factors [30]. Recent theoretical work which avoids the closure approximation
includes the plieuoiuenologiral approach of Cliristillin [34], a .shell-model calcula-
tion by Gmitro, Ovcliinnikova, and Tetereva [35|, and a sum-rule technique utilized
by Roig and Navarro [3G]3. A comparison between the experimental spectrum and
the predictions of Refs. |34] and [35] is given in Fig. 7. The branching ratios
and values for gp/ya extracted from our data using each calculation arc given in
Table VI. The valut» of gp found using the calculation of Cliristillin ami that of
Gmitro, Ovchinnikova and Tetcreva are l>oth 1<7 lower than the PCAC prediction of
gr = C.8jfo. However, the value extracted using Roig and Navarro's calculation is 1er
higher th;ui the I'CAC value. We note that the agreement between the values oft/,,
extracted from the phenoinenological and the shell-model calculations is .somewhat
fortuitous, as the calculations diverge significantly in their predictions for IL, as a
function of gp away from the PCAC value. Clearly, more theoretical work on <uCa
would be welcome, especially since the experimental situation seems to be under
control. Nevertheless, the results do not indicate any strong deviation from the
PCAC prediction. The present results arc in excellent agreement with our previous
data obtained using a different apparatus, as well as several other recent measure-
ments (.see Rcf. [IS] for a detailed discussion of these data). A recrut measurement
of the photon-miioii spin angular correlation in RMC on <0Cn [45] also yields a value
for gp that is consistent with the PCAC value, although a lower value is favored.
The calculation of Christillin, Rosa-Clot, and Scrvadio (18) provided predictions for
the RMC spectra as a function of gp for a scries of medium-heavy nuclei, including
Mo, Su, and Pb. Their technique avoided the closure approximation by integrating
over the nuclear response obtained in a non-relativistic Fermi gas model. The only
free parameter was an effective nucléon mass Af* to account for exchange effects,
which was fixed at M' — 0.5MN from a global fit to experiment^ OMC rales. Tin;
OMC results typically fit the data to a precision better than 10%. The RMC rate
was then calculated in a consistent manner, neglecting recoil terms, and photon
siMxtra were provided for different values of gp for several nuclei. The values for
the partial branching ratio and gp extracted by comparing these spectra with our
data are given in Table VI, and comparisons between the experimental spectrum
and the theoretical spectra for various vidues of yp arc shown in Fig 8. The small
differences with the values of IL, found using the closure model spectral shape given
in Table V illustrate the slight modcl-deiH-ndence of the branching ratio» extracted
from our data. The extracted gp for the case of Pb ia given as a la upper limit,
since the extrapolation to large negative values of gp for the calculation of Ref. [18]
is very uncertain. The asymmetric error bar» on the gp values for Mo and Sn reflect
the non-linear dependence of IL, on gp in the region near gp = 0.
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It is tempting to interpret the present results as indicating a large "quenching" of
the p.seudoscalar coupling in heavy nuclei. Siich a rcnormalization of the effective
gp when a nucléon ia embedded in a nucleus has been considered by several au-
thors and indeed a reduction in gp in nuclear matter has l»een predicted [46-48].
A reuonnali/atiou could arise through non-uucleonic degrees of freedom such as
meson-exchange elfects, the effect of the A(1232), modifications to the pion prop-
agator in the nuclear medium, polarizability and screening effects etc. However,
there are several reasons to treat this conclusion with caution.
Firstly, it is clear from Fig. 8 that the experimental spectra extend to somewhat
higher photon energies than predicted by the calculation; the region al>ove Ey ~ 80
MeV does not appear to l>e modelled very well. Also, the vidues of gp needed
to reproduce the RMC/OMC branching ratio do not agree with those needed to
predict the ordinary inuon capture rates in the same model; the experimental OMC
rates [30] are reproduced by the calculation only for gp/ga = C.8, the PCAC value.
More significantly, however, a recent calculation by Fearing and Welsh [49] casts
some doubt on the validity of the calculation of Christillin, Rosa-Clot, and Servadio
|18]. Fearing and Welsh adopt a fully relalivistic Fcnni-gas model along with the
local-density approximation and realistic nuclear density distributions, and calculate
OMC and RMC for a range of finite nuclei. This is an extension of the work
of Fearing anil Walker [50] wherein RMC rates for infinite nuclear matter were
calculated in the same approach. The nucléon effective mass Af is taken directly
from relativistic mean field theory, rather than being treated as a free parameter,
anil its variation with the nuclear density is taken into account sclf-consistontly.
Other significant differences between this approach and the calculation of Ref. [18]
include the use of a fully-relativislic framework, the use of realistic nuclear density
distributions rather than a uniform distribution and the treatment of the proton
Coulomb energy and other isospin-dependent contributions to the energy difference
between the initial and final states. These various refinements were found to be
very iui|)ortaiit numerically, leading to changes in the predicted rates of factors of
two or more.
Using the PCAC value for gp, the resulting predictions by Fearing and Welsh [49]
for the OMC rates are significantly larger than experiment, and the RMC rates are
between 2-5 times as large, leading to IL, valu.es typically a factor of two larger than
both our results and those of Dôbcli et al. [12). The discrepancy lielween theory
and data remains even when gp is reduced to zero or lower. Note that there were no
free parameters used in the calculation, aside from gp. The predicted spectral shape
tends to be enhanced at higher photon energy compared with that of Chrislillin et
al., and us already noted the data also indicate excess events in this region. Tlie
large discrepancy between the results of this calculation and the data for both OMC
and RMC, along with tin; sensitivity of the results to the various ingredients of the
calculation, leads one to question whether gp can be reliably extracted from the
data using this kind of model. Nevertheless, Fearing and Welsh [49] note that if
one normalizes the predicted values of IL, by a factor of about 0.5, the observed in-
dependence for Z > 20 is matched without recourse to a 2-depentlcnt qtiencliing of
5P. This is in contrast to the significant rcnormalization of gp required by comparing
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with the model of Christillin, Rosa-Clot, iuul Servndio |18].
Clearly, with the present theoretical situation it is not possible to make a definitive
statement about the value of (/,, in heavy nuclei. Calculations of the nuclear response
for these nuclei using ditferent models (eg. a sum rule approach [30] ) would be very
welcome.

V. SUMMARY

The radiative union capture partial branching ratio /L,, for photons of energy > 57
MeV, has been measured for "Al, ™Si, 4UCa, ""Mo, " 'Sn, and n*lPb. Good agree-
ment with previous measurements is found for the <uCa 'test case'. The branching
ratio for 27Ai is 22% lower thiui the previous result of Dôheli et al. [12), and is 2C%
lower tluui that found for the neighbouring nucleus 2l<Si. The extraction of the pseu-
doscalar coupling constant <jp from the results for ÏTA1 and '"Si awaits calculations of
the nuclear resfKinse for these two uuclides. The data for the heavier nuclei confirm
the Z-dependent suppression of the RMC branding ratio first observed by Dôbeli
et al. [12]. When compared with the Fermi-gas model calculation of Christillin,
Rosa-Clot and Servadio (18) these data indicate a quenching of gp to zero for heavy
nuclei. However, recent work by Fearing and Welsh [49], also based on a Fermi-gas
model, but which is fully relativistic and incorporates deiisity-de|tendent effects not
considered in Ref. [18], does not reproduce the experimental RMC or OMC rates,
and raises doubts about the ability to reliably extract <JP from the data using tlie.se
types of models.
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APPENDIX: DETECTOR RESPONSE FUNCTION

The Monte Carlo generated spectra of the response of the detector to mono-energetic
photons were fitted to a function of the form :

for E,D(E^E) = Acxp [ - ^ ï ( £ - £oH

,, E) = B exp [ - - ( £ , - E)] + F exp [-r^j(E - B3)'
i] for E < E

l a , J [ 2a3 J

(Al)

(A2)
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,, E) = C exp [ - i (£ - F exp \-^(E ~ for E

(A3)

where Ei = Ea - fj , E2 = Eo+^, B = A exp [—jji j , C = A exp [ -^ i ] and /I,
F, Ea, E3l aQ, O\, <72, and a3 are free parameters. Ey is the actual photon energy
and E is the reconstructed energy. In the energy range of interest this function,
while somewhat arbitrary, was found to represent the Monte Carlo results quite
well. The function is essentially a Gaussian with low- and high-energy t.iils, and
with a smaller second Gaussian added (the term involving F) in order to enhance
the low-energy tail of the response for high-energy photons. This second Gaussian
was not required for low-energy photons, so F was set to zero for Ey < GO MeV. The
parameters Eo, A, F/A, aa, alt ait and CT3 were then fitted to polynomial functions
off?.,, e.g.

a, = Po + PiEy + P3E* , (A4)

over the range 40 MeV < i?-, < 140 MeV. The coefficients of the ]K>lyuomial fits are
given in Tables VII and V11I.
With the detector res{>onse function parameterized in this way, the prediction for
any theoretical photon spectrum was produced analytically, avoiding the need to
run many lengthy Monte Carlo simulations. Also, future theoretical calculations
of RMC can quite easily be convoluted with this response function and compared
with our data without the need for additional Monte Carlo simulations.
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TAULES

'l'A 1)1.B I. Dimensions of the targets used. All targets were mounted perpendicular to

the beam axis.

Target dimensions No. of foils bearing of foils

I'b
Sn
Mo
Ca
Al
Si

rectanj
Eiiuare

square
square
disk
disk

15.0 cm x 13.5 cm x 0.020 cm
12.5 cm x 12.5 cm x 0.033 cm
12.5 cm x 12.5 cm x 0.025 cm
10.2 cm x 10.2 cm X 1.96 cm
15.0 cm diam x 1.92 cm thick
8.4 cm diam x 2.00 cm thick

10
11
7
1
1
1

0.94 cm
1.0 cm
1.1 cm

TAULE II. Correction factors applied to the number of observed pilotons above 57

MeV (/V^57). Kach entry is a multiplicative factor to be applied to N^i7. Prompt rejection

refers to real RMC events rejected by the prompt cut. Random vetoing refers to events

rejected by the A,A',U veto scintillators or the cosmic ray cut.

Target

AI
Si
Ca
Mo
Sn
J'b

Photon
absorption

1.32±0.04
1.15±0.03
1.2C±0.04
1.18±0.0i 1
1.19±0.03
1.2C±0.04

Random
vetoing

.079*0.006
-070±0.0U5
.058±0.005
.U86±0.009
.085±0.006

l.053±0.008

Prompt
rejection

1.000±0.004
1.021 ±0.005
I.OI9±O.0O5
1.0U6±0.U04
1.014±0.007
1.01G±0.011

('".7)

0.99G±0.002
O.998±O.OU1
0.<J97±0.001
0.M6±Q.002
0.998±0.U02
0.993±0.0U3

KMC from
BcinlilUitoni

0.987±0.00C
0.%u±0.015
0.9!>2±0.00-l
0.979iU.010
0.975±0.0l3
0.9(iG±0.017

Cosmic
rays

0.9«J8±0.001
0.9<J8±0.0(JI
0.9!W±O.OU1
O.'J'JBiOUOl
0.9UK±0.0()I
O.'J'JUiO.UUl
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TAULE III. The fraction of incident muons that stopped in the target / . i o p , the number

of dead-time corrected muon stops JVM, the fraction of-muons that undergo OMC fctp, the

p~ lifetime for each target rM, and the number of photons observed with energies above 57

MeV Af^S7. The values of fcmp and r^ are from the results of Suzuki, Measday, and Hoalsvig

130).

Target

Al
Si
Ca
Mo
Sn
Pb

(%)

91.0±2.5
73.5±2.0
88.2±2.5
81.0±4.0
83.5±2.3
82.3±2.2

(I0'°)

4.09±0.11
3.85±0.11
3.39±0.09
3.CG10.18
3.84±0.ll
5.51 ±0.15

JCMft

W)

60.95±0.05
65.8G±0.05
85.08±0.07
95.76±0.07
9G.15±0.07
97.10±0.05

(ns)

8G4.0±1.0
75G.0±1.0
332.711.5

99.G±1.5
92.1±1.5
75.4±1.0

1275

2139

24G3

1540

12HG

988

TAULE IV. Contributions to the error in the branching ratios for each target, in per-

cent.

Source of
error

Statistics

Photon acceptance (<li)

Energy calibration

Photon absorption

backgrounds

Prompt rejection

Random vetoing

Total

Al

2.8
2.7
4.2
2.1
3.0
0,7
0.4
0.G
6.0
9.1

Si

2.7
2.8
4.2
2.3
3.0
1.6
0.5
0.5
6.0
9.1

Ca

2.0
2.6
4.2
2.3
3.0
0.5
0.5
0.5
-

6.6

Mo

2.5
5.0
4.2
2.5
3.0
1.1
0.4
0.9
-

8.1

Si .

2.8
2.9
4.2
3.4
3.0
1.4
0.7
0.6
-

7.6

Pb

3.2
2.7
4.2
3.7
3.0
1.9
1.1
0.8
-

$.0
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TA OLE V. Partial hranching ratios (/L,) and spectrum cndpoinls (£„„,) obtained using

fits to the closure-model spectral shape (Et|. (C)). The neutron excess a = (N — Z)/A, anil

the x5 Per degree of freedom of the fit are also listed.

Target

AI
S!
Ca
Mo
Sn
Pb

a

0.037
0
0

0.124
0.157
0.208

(io-5)

1.-13 ±0.13
1.93 ±0.18
2.09 ±0.19
l . l l±0 . I l
0.98 ± 0.09
0.60 ± 0.07

(MeV)

90 ± 2
92±2
93 ± 2
30 ± 2
87 ± 2
84 ± 3

X'UOF

1.12
1.73
1.56
0.82
1.14
0.85

TABLE VI. Partial branching ratios (&,) and values of gp/ga extracted from the present

data using various theoretical calculations.

Target

Ca

Mo

Sn

Pb

Theory

Christillin'1

Gniitro, Ovchinnikova, and Telcrevah

Roig and Navarro*

Christillin, Rosa-Clot, and Servailio1'

Chiistillin, Rosa-Clot, and Scrvadiod

Christillin, Rosa-Clot, and Servadiod

2.21 ±0.15
2.07 ±0.14
2.09 ±0.19

1.26 ±0.10

1.03 ± 0.08

0.C0 ± 0.05

«lu

5.9 ±0.8
5.0 ± 1.7
7.8 ±0.9

o-oîi?

o.iî-

<0.2

•Rcr. [31)
bRcr. [351
cRcf. [3G]
d l lcf. |18]
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TAHI.E VII. Cocflicicnts of polynomial lits to the energy dependence of the photon

response function parameters. The fits are for 40 MeV < E-, < 140 McV.

Parameter

Oo

O\

a-i

O3

E3

E0{Ey> 60)
fib (£., < 60)

(McV)

-0.5836
-5.879

1.596
-47.80

1.068
-1.161

22.73

Px

0.0352
0.1653

-0.03859
1.010

0.7507
0.9481
0.1905

Pi
(MeV)"1

-5.149 xlO- 4

3.883 x 10~*
-4.406 X 10~3

1.724 x 10"4

5.993 x 10"3

TA It LE VHI. Coefficients of polynomial fits to the energy dependence of the photon

acceptance parameters. The fits are for 40 MeV < £ , < 140 MeV.

Parameter Pi
(MeV)"'

Pi
(MeV)-3

P3
(MnV)-3

A
F/A

3.259 x 10~4

-0.1337
-4.120x10-*
2.828 X 10"3

1.015 x 10-*
-9.701 X 10-6

-4.050 x 10"

22



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Graphical representation of a typical pliolon conversion event from radiative muun
capture.
Kig. 2. Photon energy spectrum from the reaction t2C(x~t-f} compared wilh the Monte
Carlo simulation. The data are given by the smooth line and the solid circles are the Monte
Carlo result».
Fig. 3. I'hoton energy spectrum from the reactions x~p —» 7n and x~p - • x°n, xu —• 2j
obtained from v~ slopping in liquid hydrogen (histogram), compared with the Munie Carlo
simulation (solid circles).
Fig. 4. I'hoton energy spectrum of 'prompt' events from the Sa target (solid circles)
compared with the fitted contributions ftom the Sn(*~,7) process and the non-prompt
energy spectrum (primarily RMC).
Fig. 5. I'hoton energy spectrum from /i+'a stopping in liquid hydrogen. The two events
above 57 MeV are consistent with the measured cosmic ray background.
Fig. 6. 1'lioton energy spectra from RMC on a) AI and b) Si, along wilh the spectral shapes
given by Ecj. (6), convoluted by the detector response function. The solid line is lint spectral
shape for the best-fit value of tm.i , and the dashed lines arc for two other values of Jt111M.
Fig. 7. I'hoton energy spectrum from RMC on 4uCa, compared witli the predictions of
a) Christillin [34) and b) Gmitro, Ovchinnikova, and Tetercva. (35) for various values of gp.
The theoretical spectra have been convoluted wilh the dcteclur response function.
Fig. 8. f'fiotun energy spectrum from IIMC on 1llCa, compared with the predictions of
a) Chrislilliu [34] and b) Gmitro, Ovchinnikova, and Tetereva (35| for various values atgp.
The theoretical spectra have been convoluted with the detector response function.
Fig. 9. ItMC partial branching ratio vs. the nuclear charge Z. Solid circlvs: this experiment;
open circles: Oolwli et al. [I2j; crosses: Armstrong et at. [15]; solid triangle: Frischkurcht
et al. (14]. For <0Ca (open triangle) the world average of several measurements (see Ref.
(15] and references therein) is shown. For the present data, the branching ratios shown are
those extracted using the closure-model spectral shape (see Table V). Some data have been
displaced slightly on the Z axis for clarity.
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